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REFERENCE
RE MIAMI LETTER AND LMM, SEPTEMBER NINETEEN, LAST.
ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE, INSTANT, MM ONE THREE ONE
TWO DASH C ADVISED HE HAD BEEN CONTACTED BY FRANK FIORINI
AS TO WHETHER HE WOULD BE INTERESTED IN JOINING THE SECRET
ARMY ORGANIZATION ON AN EXPEDITION TO CENTRAL AMERICA.
FIORINI SAID THE IACB, LED BY HIM, PLANS TO RENDEZVOUS IN
THE NEAR FUTURE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF MEXICO AND FROM THERE
PROCEED TO A CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRY, INDICATED BY FIORINI
TO BE GUATEMALA.
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RE MIAMI LETTER AND LHM, SEPTEMBER NINETEEN, LAST.
ON SEPTEMBER TWENTYTHREE, INSTANT, MM ONE THREE ONE
TWO DASH C ADVISED HE HAD BEEN CONTACTED BY FRANK FIORINI
AS TO WHETHER HE WOULD BE INTERESTED IN JOINING THE SECRET
ARMY ORGANIZATION ON AN EXPEDITION TO CENTRAL AMERICA.
FIORINI SAID THE IACB, LED BY HIM, PLANS TO RENDEZVOUS IN
THE NEAR FUTURE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF MEXICO AND FROM THERE
PROCEED TO A CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRY, INDICATED BY FIORINI
TO BE GUATEMALA.
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